The problem of prediction of wide sense stationary processes on Z2 with respect to the column-by-column or row-by-row lexicographic order is studied. A theorem giving an explicit realization of the corresponding canonical factorization of the spectral density is proved and conditions are given for a process to have a quarterphne repreSentatiOII i n k!ITnS Of its innOVatiOnS.
INTRODUCTION
All approaches to the prediction of wide-sense stationary processes on the plane depend on the definition of the pasts for which various authors have considered half-planes ( [2] , [5] ), augmented half-planes ( [4] , [6] , [7] ) (cf. the definition of H' + and Hz+ in the text), or quarter-planes (C91, C171).
In this paper we adopt as set of pasts the increasing sequence of augmented half-planes corresponding to the column-by-column or row-by-row lexicographic order of Z2 and construct our results on those of Helson and Lowdenslager in [6] and [7] . As in the case of one-parameter processes, the prediction problem for a two-parameter purely nondeterministic process can be entirely solved if the canonical factorization of its spectral density is produced. The necessary and sufficient condition for a spectral factorization to be canonical was given by Helson and Lowdenslager, but the derivation of the canonical factor was not considered. Later, a factorization algorithm was proposed by Ekstrom and Woods in [4] under a restrictive condition on the spectral density. In a short paper [ 111 we presented a general method of canonical factorization with no other constraint on the spectral density than the one guaranteeing the regularity of the process. We develop in the first part of the present paper the study undertaken in this short communication.
The very aim of this paper is the study of spectral properties related to Prediction Theory introduced in Paragraph 1 by the Wold decomposition of Helson and Lowdenslager [7] to which we add the following result: the singular part of a strictly nondeterministic process has commuting horizontal and vertical projections. Processes having this property are considered in Section 2.
Taking the canonical representation of the purely nondeterministic part of a strictly nondeterministic process as a starting point, we elaborate in Paragraph 1.2 the canonical factorization theorem of the spectral density. This theorem is entirely based on the one-parameter spectral factorization techniques [3, 131 borrowed from the theory of analytic functions on the unit disc of C [ 151. The theory of analytic functions on the unit bidisc of C* [ 143 is used in Section 2 where quarter-plane representations of a regular process in terms of a white noise are studied. Many quarter-plane representation problems are strongfy connected with the commutation properties of horizontal and vertical projections. Under these properties the time domain analysis of wide sense stationary processes has been developed by Kallianpur [8] and Kallianpur and Mandrekar [9] . We give here, in terms of spectra, a necessary and sufficient condition for a process to have the commutation property with one-dimensional joint innovation spaces. An interesting situation occurs when the canonical representation of the purely nondeterministic part becomes a quarter-plane representation. We prove a criterion for the existence of such a representation and give under this criterion a spectral factorization algorithm. A quarter-plane canonical representation of a process if a kind of "causal representation" in terms of innovations, when the past in Z* up to a point is defined as the set of all points less than or equal to that point in the usual partial order of Z*. There are however cases in which this causal representation is not causally invertible, i.e., the innovations do not have a quarter-plane representation in terms of the process. The problem of causal invertibility of a quarterplane canonical representation reduces to that of the equality of the space H* on the unit bidisc with the invariant subspace generated by an outer function [14] . It is generally not an easy task to check whether or not a given outer function implies this equality. We have therefore, at the end of this work, given an elementary condition on the spectral density implying the existence of a causally invertible quarter-plane representation.
NOTATIONS
Random variables and processes considered here are complex valued and defined on a probability space (Sz, d, P) fixed once and for all. Random variables are not distinguished from their equivalence classes. The norm and the scalar product on L2(Q, d, P) are denoted by 11 11 and (.I . ), respectively. The Hilbert space generated by a family {Xi: i E Z} in L2(Q d, P) is the smallest Hilbert subspace of L2(Q, d, P) containing this family and is denoted by H( { Xi: i E Z} ). If YE L2(sZ, d, P) and H is a Hilbert subspace of L2(Q, ~4, P), then (Y/H) denotes the orthogonal projection of Y onto ZZ. If H is the Hilbert space generated by {Xi: iE Z} then (Y/H) is denoted by ( Y/{Xi: i E Z}) as well.
The generic points of E2 are denoted by (k, j), (m, n), (p, q); k, m, p (resp. j, n, q) always represent the horizontal (resp. vertical) coordinates. In order to shorten the notations we put Z= [ -
D is the open unit disc of C. Lp(Z) (resp. LP(K)) denotes the Lp-space with respect to the Lebesque measure on Z (resp. on K). Lg (I) (resp. Lg (K)) is the subspace of Lp(Z) (resp. LP(K)) generated by {e-2nisu: s E N > (resp. {e-2ni(mu+n"): (m, n) E N 2 >. Similarly L$' + (K) is the subspace generated by {e ~ 2ni(mu+ n"): (m, n) E S}. We use the following representations for the Poisson kernel and its analytic completion: P(r, u-s)= 1 -r2 1 -2r cos 27424 -s) + All along this paper, X= { X,,n : (m, n)E z2} is a (nonzero) wide sense stationary centered process. F is its spectral distribution function, f its spectral density function (i.e., the Lebesgue derivative of F) and FS the singular part of F (with respect to the Lebesgue measure). It is known that there exists a process 2 = { Z( U, u): (u, u) E K} with orthogonal increments, such that IlZ(u, a)[[' = F(u, u) and X,,,, = SK exp[2ni(mu + nu)] dZ (u, u) X is called a white noise if it is an orthonormal sequence.
The following Hilbert spaces representing various pasts of X are considered. K generated by X= {X,,,n: (m, n) E Z'}, H m.n 7 generated by { Xp,, : p < m, q < n }, H&V generated by { X,,q : p < m, q E Z }, If we need to specify that these spaces H and functions F,f, F', Z correspond to X, we shall denote them as H(X) and F,,f,, FSy, Z,.
We denote by x" (resp. X) the one-parameter process {x; = xm,n : nEZ} (resp. {X;=X,,n:
and by H,(Y) (resp.
the Hilbert space generated by {X7 = Xm,q: q d n} (resp. {X;=XP,n:p<m}).
The prediction problem studied in the next section is related to the pasts H' + and H2+. We mainly express the results related to H' + , those related to H2+ are deduced from them by symmetry.
LINEAR PREDICTION AND SPECTRAL FACTORIZATION
To fully express the spectral properties studied in this paper we present here some important features of the time domain analysis related to the prediction problem.
The Wold Decomposition
The Wold decomposition expressed here by Propositions 1.1.2. and 1.1.6. is contained in Helson and Lowdenslager's work [7] . It corresponds to the column-by-column lexicographic order, i.e., to the pasts H'+. A comparison with the symmetric results corresponding to the row-by-row lexicographic order provides a symmetric representation of the singular component of a strictly nondeterministic process from which we deduce a commutation property studied in Section 2. is called the innovation of X at (m, n). X is said to be singular if I;', vanishes and strictly nondeterministic (SND) otherwise. If more precision is needed I,!$ will be called H' + -innovation.
According to [6] ,
where the right-hand side should be considered as vanishing if SK logf(u, v) du do = -co. Therefore, A' is SND iff logs is Lebesgueintegrable.
Let us suppose now that X is SND and put co,0 = II z!$ II and vt+, = cc: ZL', . . 1 (1.1.
3)
The normalized innovation process v'+ defined by the last equation is a white noise. The (ZZ*+ )-innovations Z* + and v* + can be defined in a similar way. We note that representations (1.1.9) and (1.1.10) show that the PND component U and the singular component V related to the prediction problem with respect to H' + are also the PND and singular components related to the prediction problem with respect to H2+.
The criterion for the pure nondeterminism of X is given in the following THEOREM 1.1.4. X is PND iff F is absolutely continuous and logyE L'(K).
We would like to give more details on the structures of the PND and singular components. where T'v" is the deterministic part of Y','". Similar properties can be announced for the vertical innovation Y*," whose deterministic part is denoted by T2p". By using the Weld decomposition (1.1.15) of Y1,m we obtain:
Hp,(YIJ--k it is said to be horizontally evanescent if H;(X)= Ht, (T' ). Vertically deterministic and vertically evanescent processes are defined in a similar way.
It is shown in [7] that processes ((X,,,JHL,(X)):
(m, n)~7*) and UXm,nIHk(T')):
( m, n) E h*} are horizontally deterministic and horizontally evanescent processes, respectively.
A nonzero horizontally evanescent process X considered as an infinite dimensional process {X"': m E Z} is purely nondeterministic, in the sense that its remote past HL,(X) reduces to (O}, whereas its Hi+-innovations vanish. A horizontally deterministic process, considered again as an infinite dimensional process, is also deterministic in the sense that its space H(X) coincides with its remote past HL, (X). This justifies our definition of a SND process as the one having nonvanishing innovations I!$, 12,:, , Y1,m, Y**". Our definition of a PND process as the one expressed in terms of its H' + -innovations (or equivalently its H2 + -innovations) extends the usual definition of one-parameter PND processes.
Before ending this introductory part of the paper we prove some useful properties of the singular component of a SND process. From (1.1.16) we deduce
(1.1.23)
On the other hand we can write
where g' (resp. g2) is the spectral density of Y'*"' (resp. Y',") and G' (resp. G2) is the spectral distribution function of T'*" (resp. T',") (cf. (1.1.28)
To write down the representation of X,,, in terms of its projections onto the components of the right-hand sides of (1.1.27) and (1.1.28) it would be interesting to have algorithms of extraction for T', T*, v1 +, and v2+. To the best of our knowledge the problem of extraction of T' and T2 is an open problem. We develop in the following paragraph a method of computation for vi+ (or equivalently for v2+ ). This would allow the computation of the PND and singular parts of a SND process.
Spectral Factorization
In this paragraph we deal with the canonical factorization of the spectral density f: It is known that [6] X is PND iff its spectral distribution function is absolutely continuous and there exists a function cp E L2(K) with the Fourier series,
such that ao,, # 0 and f(u, u) = I cp(u, u)12 a.e.
(1.2.1)
By an application of Karhunen's theorem [lo] , it can be shown that this is also equivalent to the existence of a white noise v such that X,," has the following representation xl?z,n = c aP.9Ym-P,n-97 The canonicity of the spectral factorization (1.2.1) is equivalent [6] to the equality:
If a function cp E L: + (K) rea izes the canonical factorization offthen it is 1 unique, in the sense that any other element of L:, (K) realizing the canonical factorization off is deduced from cp by multiplying it by a constant of modulus 1 [7] . Consequently, with an abuse of language we can say that the element cp realizes the canonical factorization off: We note that I Z(0, u)l' = I ao(u)12 =g'(u), the spectral density of the horizontal innovation at the mth column, considered in Proposition 1.2.2.
Obviously Z, is a measurable function of (u, u). We have, by an application of Jensen's inequality, Now, by using an inequality of the type (1.2.10) we can see that r, converges to r* in L2(K) as r/* 1.
Let us put G,(u)= j,ij, P(r, s -u) logf(s, u) ds -logf(u, u)l du.
It is known that [ 151 for almost all u, lim,, i G,(u) = 0. On the other hand, G,(u) 6 2 j, 1 logf(u, u)l du. Therefore, by the Dominated Convergence Theorem, we have lim, P i II G,(u) du = 0, i.e., P(r, s -u) log& U) ds -logf(u, u)l du du = 0.
We conclude from this that there is an increasing sequence { rn, n E N } in [0, 1 [ converging to 1, such that the sequence (exp J, P(r,, s -u) logf(s, u) ds, n E N } converges to f(u, u), almost everywhere on K. But, as a consequence of the L2-convergence of r, to P, r,,s-u)logf(s,u)ds converges in L'(K) to I r*I 2. Therefore, f= 1 r*12 a.e. on K.
The statement concerning y is the classical one-parameter factorization of the density g' given by (1.2.5), (cf. [3, 133) . It remains to prove that G* realizes the canonical factorization ofJ: In fact, it is easily seen that G* has the following representation in L we obtain, as in [4] , G*(u, u) = exp L(u, u).
QUARTER-PLANE

REPRESENTATIONS
In this section we study various types of quarter-plane representations of PND processes. These representations are connected with commutation properties of horizontal and vertical projections or equivalently with conditional independence properties (in the wide sense) that we consider in the following paragraph. In the theory of two-parameter martingales, properties F4 concern Calgebras rather than Hilbert spaces [ 1, 121. In case X is a Gaussian process fi (resp. F;) expresses the fact that the a-algebras generated by Hf, and Hi are conditionally independent given the a-algebra generated by H,,fl (resp. Rn,n ).
In what follows P,,, p,,,", P' Pi, Pk+n, Pi+, will denote the orthogonal projections onto H,,,n I?,,,, Hi: Hi, Hk, , H>, , respectively. The projection defined by this equality necessarily coincides with H,,,,.
(ii) c holds iff W4 n), Pt, Pi = P,*, (or equivalently Pi Pk = P,,,). Let X be a SND process having Property Fd. We proved in Proposition 1.1.8 that its singular part has Property F;. Denoting by v,,, the common innovation v,!$, = v:J and by U the PND part of X we can write Hk ( U) = Hf, (v) and Hi(U) = Hz(v). As a white noise, v has Property c, hence Property FT. Therefore U and X have Property FT. Now suppose that X has Property c. Then P!,-lX,,,n-k = P,,-,,n-kXm,n-k. From this we deduce that P!,-I Xm,n--k = P,,-,,nXm,n-k for all k 2 0. We then see that H, ( Y1sm) = H,,,n 0 H,,, _ ,,n where Y1,m is the horizontal innovation at the mth column. Consequently, e?l~l,n-Jm,n=%l Xm,n + Wm,n/JHn -I ( Y1vm)) =(Pm-l,"+Pm,-1-P,-1,,-1)X,,~.
But by a symmetric argument we see that this is also equal Pi? I,n-I X,,,n. Therefore, I!,,: = Z$ . 1 We say that the quarter-plane representation is canonical if co,o v,,, = Ztn;'n = l'm;'n and that it is invertible if H,,,(X) = H,,,n (v). (ii) X has an invertible quarter-plane representation iff it has Property GProof (i) is obvious. Suppose that X has an invertible quarter-plane representation. Since v has Property fl then so does X. Conversely, if X has Property E then it has Property Z$ and we see that its canonical representation (1.1.13) reduces to (2.1.5) with v=vi+ =v*+. This implies that H,,+(X) c H,,,(v).
On the other hand, according to the proof of Proposition 2.1.4 we have, under Property Z$, Pt' I,n _ 1X,,, n E H,,,n (X) and P*+ m-,,+ i X,,,, E H,,,n(X). This implies that Zrftltn and 12,;t, are'in H,,,"(X) and hence H,,,(v) c H,,n (X). Therefore H,,,, (X) = H,,n (v). 1 Now, let X have the commutation property FT. It is easy to see that its PND and singular parts both have this property. On the other hand, we have Pk-IX,,,=P,-,,,X,,,.
This implies that Yk, ~fi~,,cHi. Consequently, the remote past H(T',") = HP, ( YIVm) of the horizontal innovation Y1,m is a subspace of HZ co. Taking into account (1.1.23) we see that H(T') I H(T*). We recall that this orthogonality relation was proved in Proposition 1.1.8 under the hypothesis that X should be SND. Joint innovation spaces A,,, (called two-dimensional innovation spaces in [9] ) played an important role in the time domain analysis of wide sense stationary processes on ;2*, developed in [S] and [9] . The moving average representation proved in [9] and also derived from [16] under Property Z$ can be widened under Property F; as shown in PROPOSTITION 2.1.8. Let X have Property F; and let U and V be its PND and singular components, respectively. Then u,,n = 1 (Xm,n/Am-p,,-,I, 1 Representation (2.1.7) would be a quarter-plane representation in the sense of Definition 2.1.5 if the joint innovation spaces A,,n were one-dimensional. It would reduce to a canonical quarter-plane representation if X has Property Fd and to an invertible quarter-plane representation if X (or rahter U) had Property q (cf. [9] for the last case). In the next section spectral criteria will be given for X to have these properties F4.
Spectral Considerations
We shall consider the functions r, r*, y*, G*, etc. used in the canonical spectral factorization of Theorem 1.2.3. To emphasize the fact that these functions concern the prediction problem with respect to H' + we shall indicate them by r', r*', y*i, G*', etc., and similarly for those corresponding to Hz+ we shall write r2, r*2, Yap, G*2, etc. Since the singular part of a SND process always has Property F; as well as Property F> we may suppose, without any loss of generality, that X is PND. Then according to Theorem 1.2.3, X has the following representation.
We recall that (ah)* (resp. (a:)*) is the spectral density of Ylxm (resp. Y*,").
Suppose that X has the commutation property F; with one-dimensional innovation spaces A,,, and let Q,~ be a unit vector generating A,,,. We define a white noise q by qm,n = Sm,nq,,,O, where S,,, is the shift operator on H defined by S,,, X,,,,, = X,,,n. Then X and q are stationarily correlated and therefore there are functions 6", E = 1, 2, in L:(I) such that I PI* = (a;)* a.e. and that r;., = I e2ni(mu+n") 6'(u) dZ,(u, u), ,(u, u) . The a.e. positivity and the a.e. finiteness' of LZ~ and ui imply that H( Y1xm) = H(q") and H(Y2,")=H(qn).
Consequently Ht,(X)=Z$(q), Hi(X)=Hi(v) and H( Yiqm) n H( Y2,") = H(q"') n H(q") = space generated by q,,, . We see that X has the commutation property F; and that A,, is generated by qm,n. Now suppose that (2.2.2) holds. Then the canonical representations of X in terms of v1 + and v2 + are quarter-plane representations. Since G*' = G** a.e. and I G*'[* = 1 G**l* =f a.e. there is a white noise v such that Xrn," = j e2ni(mu+n") G*'(u, u) dZ,(u, u), &= 1, 2. The following theorems gives a more direct criterion than (2.2.2) for X to have Property l$ and offers a shorter way of computing the canonical factor G*' = G*2 that we denote again by G*.
To shorten the notations we shall write h,(u, u) = h(reC2"'", rC2"'"), r-E co, 1c
for an element h of the Hardy space H"(D'), p > 1. It is known [ 141 that the radial limit h*(u, u) = lim h, (u, u) exists a.e. and the convergence also holds in LP(K). We shall also put PChl(z, w) = lK P( r, s -u) P(p, t -u) h(s, t) ds dt, where z = rep2"", w = pe-2"i".
The b,,'s denote the Fourier coefficients of logf as defined by (1.2.25). This shows that GE H2(D2). The fact that G* is the radial limit of G and it satisfies the equality 1 G* I2 = f a.e. is an elementary consequence of the wellknown convergence theorems [ 141. Since c&, = exp SK log f (u, v) da du, G* realizes the canonical factorization of f corresponding to the prediction problem with respect to both pasts H' + and H*+. Consequently, X has Property F&.
Conversely, let us suppose that X has this property, and let (2.1.5) be its canonical representation of the PND part of X in terms of the joint innovation v = VI+ = v2+. Then the function G defined by We would like to mention the fact that Property Pa does not necessarily imply fl. This is proved by using the notion of invariant subspaces in H2(02), [ 141. We recall that an invariant subspace in H2(02) generated by an element h E H2(02) is the closed linear subspace of H2(D2) generated by {zPwqh(z, w): (p, q) E N2} and denoted by S(h). (p, q)E N'} generates H*,"(v). But this holds iff the set {e-21rio'U+q") G*(u, v); (p, q)E N2}, where G* is the radial limit (2.2.8) is total in L:(K). This last subspace is isometric to H2(02) under the correspondance e-2ni(pu+q")+-+~P~q. So the assertion holds.
(ii) Let G be defined on D2 by G(z, w)=exp(z+ w+2)/(z+ w-2).
Obviously G E H2(D2). Let G* be the radial limit of G. Then f = 1 G*12 is a continuous bounded positive function defined on D2\ (( 1, 1) ). There is a centered gaussian PND process whose spectral density isJ The function G given above coincides with the one defined by (2.2.6), because of the uniqueness of the canonical factorization. On the other hand, it is proved in [14] that S(G) # H2(D2). Therefore, X has Property Fd without having Property c. 1
Finally, to end this paragraph, we would like to express a sufficient condition on f for X to have Property c. 
